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The purpose of this program was to design, fabricax, -est, and deliver a

medium-power stable ow 002 laser source which is tailored for use as a driver oscil-
lator for the high-power laser amplifier at the RADC Coherent Optical Radar Labora-

tory at Floyd, New York. The stable master oscillator (STAM) developed and del-

ered under "chis program bas demonstrated all of the required performance character-

istics. These design requirements are:

a) Power output: 35 watts in a single line (P1 8 , P2 0 or P2 2 ) of the 10.6p C02 i

branch.

b) Transverse mode: TEmo and collimated to the diffraction limit of the

output aperture.

Sc) Frequency stability: less than 25 kHz (.05 seconds); less than 5 MIz

(1 hour).

d) Amplitude stability: 2 perce,.- for 2 minutes.

Y The method of approach used in the design of the STAN is based on a separation

of the burdens of frequency stability and power generation. A low-power highly I

stable master oscillator is used to control the frequency of a higher power ring

oscillator by means of injection locking. The low-power master oscillatoc. provides

1.5 watts of power; the higher power ring oscillator provides 35 watts of output

pDower. This injection-locking approach results in significantly better frequency

stability than can be achieved with the large high-power oscillator operating alone.

The C02 laser injection-loc~king techniques used here were picneered at the United

Aircraft Research Laboratories urnder Air Force Contract F33615-70-C-1481, "Ruggedized

C02 Packaged Laser." These techniques are discussed in Section II of this report.

S~1
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Px.tensive tests of the performence of the STAMIO have been conducted. The

frequency stability of the STAMO has been measured by optical heterodying its

cutput with the output of a separate lmw-power stable reference laser. These

experiments, which illustrate the importance of separating the frequency stability

and power generation functions in moderate power laser sources, indicate all of the

performance :equirements have been achieved. This STAMD evaluation is described in

Section V of this report.

ii
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II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

The method of approach used in the STANO is based on using a low-power highly

stable master oso1llator to injection lock the frequency of a higher power 35-watt

oscillator. As discussed in the following paragraphs, this method of approach was

more suitable than the alternate methods for buildi , a large oscillator or us.4ng a

single-pass laser amplifier.

The frequency stability achievable w.ith large laser oscillators is generally

poorer than the stability achievable with small oscillators since a higher degree of

dimensional stability can be eas-ily achieved in the small laser cavity structures.

The short-term frequency stability of a C02 laser oscillator depends on the cavity

stability and rigidity. This short-term stability carnot be improved by using sta-

bilization techniques referenced to the molecular transition gain profile because the

broaa frequency width of such a gain profile, typically 60 Mwz, limits the realizable

bandwidths of feedback control loops to a few Hz. Frequency jitter in the laser

oatput caused by acoustical vibrations of the resonator are usually too fast to be

reduced by such narrow b3ndwidth feedback techniques. Therefore, the use of an

intrinsically small stable reference cavity is required in applications where short-

term 1ýrequency stability is of paramount importance.

I A highly stable low-power master oscillator could in principle be used to d.rive

a conventiona)l single-pass lasei amplifier such as the high power stage of the RADC

transmitter. However, because of the relatively low gain of the C02 laser medium

( cm) an amplifier path length in excess of 5 meters would, for example, be re-

quired to amplify the 1.5-watt master oscillator output power to the required 35-watt

3 I
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level. Because of this long path requirement, the conventional amplifier was not

! I considered an attractive approach for STAMO.

The injection locking of a high-power C02 ring laser oscillator to a low-power

master oscillator has been studied by United Aircraft Research Laboratories under

Air Force Contract F33615-70-C-1481. This work provided the technical basis for the

development of the STAMO and the relevant material is discussed briefly below.

The configuration used in the STAMO is a simple Fabry-Perot two-mirror master

oscillator whose output is injected into the cavity of a higher power ring oscilla-

tor. The ring oscillator is operated in a single direction to prevent its output

from being coupled back to the master oscillator. The total ring oscillator output

will in general consist of radiation at two frequencies, originating from the two

resonance is sufficiently close to that of the injected radiation from the

master o.cillator, competition effects in the horzogeneously broadened CO2 laser

medium result in locking of the self-oscillation frequency to that of the

injected signal. This frequency interval over which locking occurs is called

the locking range. Under this injection-locked condition the output frequency

is determined primarily by the master oscillator. This C02 lz.ser injection locking

which has many similarities to injection locking of electrical. oscillators has been

discussed in detail in References (1), (2) and (3).

The use of injection locking to achieve a high degree of frequency stability

in a high-power laser oscillator requires thaz the frequency stability of the

large laser itself be sufficient so that its fast frequency fluctuation or jitter

4
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is smaller than the injection-locking range. The injection-locking range has

been discussed in Reference (3) and is given by:

Af =2Ac Po2
APO

where: AfI = locking range

Afc = ring oscillator cold-cavity bandwidth

Po = injected signal power

APO = output power of the ring oscillator.

For many cases of interest, such as STAMO, this locking range is on the order of a

few Miz. Therefore, fast short-term frequency flutctuations (not correctable with

a slow hill-climbing servo) in the higher power laser, which have excursions less than

this locking range, can be eliminated by injection locking. Consequently, the output

of the high-power oscilator assumes almost the frequency stability of the master

oscillator.

To maintain laser injection locking on a continuous basis, so that it is a

practical stabilization technique, it is necessary to continuously tune the perimeter

of the ring oscillatur so that its resonant frequency is within the locking range.

The hybrid injection-loJking technique used to generate a discriminant which can be

used for electronical.ly maintaining this tracking is discussed in Reference (2). This

method results in a peak in the laser output power centered on the injection-locking

interval. In the hybrid mode of operation, the injected signal from the low-power

Laser is chosen to be .ifferent from the transition in which self-oscillation of the

high-power laser is occurring. As a consequence of the strong line competition of

the homogeneously broadened laser medium, the injected power can determine the oper-

ating transition of the higher power laser. When the laser resonators pr properly

5_
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tuned, the undriven self-oscillation of the higher power laser will be quenched: and

only the driven or injection-locked contribution of the laser power will be extracted.

A simple hill-climbing servo can be used to maintain the ring oscillator perimater so

that operation occurs on the top of its power output peak.

The hybrid injection-locking technique has been used to provide reliable long-

term ring oscillator stabilization in the STAMO. It is implemented by adjusting

operating conditions such that the ring oscillator operates on a 9p C02 transition

and the master oscillator on a PI 8 - P2 2 l04 transition. The total power output is

sampled and passed through a narrow bandpass (P1 8 - P2 2 ) interference filter which

separates the injected and self-oscillation components. This is illustrated in Fig. 2

Swhere the total output of the 10. 6 p filtered out.,t are displayed as a Panction of it!"

.zesonant frequency. The left column in Fig. 2 shows the variation in the output power
I

as the ring oscillator cavity is swept. The apparent output power fluctua'io-,s are

due ziostly to the variation in sensitivity of the gold-doped germarz.um detector

Sbet-Ueen the 9LL and W0i wavelengths as the ring oscillator frequency line hops. The

output consists of both 9L and 10p transitions and the effect of the injected radiation

is see.- to be small. In the right column of Fig. 2 this same output characteristic is

displayed after passing through the narrow l0p bandpass filter. The line switching

between the 0: c ,i t.-ar,.tion is clearly evidenat from th-_ir different transitions

through the narrow band filter. Also clearly distinguishable is the high signal-to-

noise ratio 10p peak superimposed on a frequency range where 94 self-oscilletion occurs.

This l0p peak occurs as the ring oscillatar is tuned through the frequency of the

injected signal. The width of this peak is nearly equal to the injection-locking

range. Also shown is the quenching effect of injecting a 91 signal in the region of

6
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S i~0p self-oscillation. Continuous closed-loop operation of the STAMK on the 8-2

10a lines is achieved by controlling the ring oscillator perimeter with a hill-

cl:imbing servo so that operjt5 on is maintained close to the lO peak.

This high signal to background O1p peak is used to generate a discrimir-.ant to

lock the ring oscillator perimeter to the injected frequency. A simple hill-climbing

servo which uses a small dither or length modulation of the ring perjreter to modulate

the output power is used with a synchronous detector to generate the error signal.

This conventional type of laser stabilization loop is shown in Fig. 3. The excursion

of this dither is chosen to be less than the injection-locking range, i.e., - 250 kfz

and the frequency of the dither is chosen so that it results in a small phase modula-

tion of the output. The resulting PM is small compared to the inherent short-term

frequency stability of the master oscillator.

M
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III. STAI4O DESIGN ANID CHARACTERI8TICS

The STA1.-) head components are shown diagramatically in Fig. 4. nhe maJor

components are:

a) the stable master oscillator_,

b) the 35 watt :ing oscillator,

c) the mode matching telescope,

d) the beam sampler, filter and detector, mnd

e) the beam expansion telescope.

The design rationale for each of these components is described below:

j. Master Oscillator

IThe master oscillator is shown in Fig. 5. It operates w,,ith ar. outp&t,

power of 1.5 watt in a TEmoQ transverse mode and a short-term frequency stability

of 10 k-z. over measurement times of 50 msec. It is also characterized by a slow

thermal frequency drift of typically 3 MHz/hr. Figure 6 shows the heterodyne beat

spectrum of two identical master oscillators.

The master oscillator uses an internal mirror design and incorporate~s a long-

life sealed plasma tube The resonator structure is made from lov. expansion coef-

ficient invar to w:hi.ia the cavity mirrors are permanently attached. Th- plae!r.

tube has a single ended discharge with a grounded cathode. The piezoelectric

length transducer is located on the grounded cathode end oi the plasma tube.

The output mirror is a plane germanium substrate with a 93 percent refle-

tivity mirror. The mirror coating was chosen to enhance the lOw C02 transitions.

The observed signature as the cavity length iz scanned shows thE strong tendency
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frthe des ired P, 8 -P 2 lines to operate. Thle thermal dift rate is such that

the laser will operate on a preselected transition for several hours vithout

resetting the ca~vity lengt' adj;ustment. The narrow ban's.. .;s opzical filter and

bu:L-I- inr detect-or used for the h~ybrid stb ilizatiin tlechnir-ie enablc tuning the

maste~r oscillator to a dt~sirei t1rasflat.on withouit an external spcectrometer.

SThe total reflector oF' the master oscillatocr is a 1 meter radius concave

rirror having E. dielectr11iocallyT enhanced 6gcle coating. Tbis mirror, -which is ruled

i:ith a series of l'ine r~arallell lines in the coat-irG is used to determine the Diane of

Polarization of the mazter oscillator outp-it. The- ruled li-nes have a width of 8pi an-4

aspacing of .m~s. A typical polarization se-, Aing mirror of this Atesign Ic hnom

in Fig. 7.

2. 35-Watt Rling Oscillator

The 35-watt ring oscillator design is also shown in Fig. 4. Thslerustw

split discharge plasma tubes and a total active length of 1-50 cm. The ring ca-'itý,

is a right iL-iangle -which is formed by one curved 5-meter mirror and two plane mirrors.

The plan-e mirror located at the right angle is a partially t-ransmitting gallium. arse-

n-ide mirror which ha&s a 70 percent reflectivity coating et X9. 6p~. This coating

has been tailored to have a zlightly lower reflectivit~y att !0.6p resullting in a

tendency for the ring oscillation to occur on the 9.6 L.L C.10, transitions. This char-

acteristic was chosen to enhance the hybr-id-locking tciueused in, the STAM- i

which a 10.6pi signal -from the master~ osciiIllaitor is injected in the presence Of a 9.06P

self -oscillation of the riing. The ri-ng curvature results in a beam waist of 5.7 nM.M

- - M
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The perimeter of the ring is 250 cm reculting in a free spe(cral range c/p

of 116 MIz. The cavity linewidth tAf is determined by this free spectral range

and the ndrror reflectivity and is about 6 Mz.

The ring oscillator frequency stability has been measured by heterodyning

ji it with a stable reference laser. It has been found to have a low frequency

jitter in its output which results in frequency deviations on the ord-r of 500

kiiz. its long-term thermal drift is approximately 10 Mz/hr. The short-term

frequency stability of this ring oscillator results in excursions which are less

than the i-njection-locking range (approximately 2 Hiz for the STAMO parameters).

Accordingly, in closed-loop operation the frequency jitter of the 35-watt oscil-

)a~c.o'- is comletply eliminated and the 35-watt out-,ct has the short-iezm frequs-ncy

stability of the low-p-wer oscillators. The thermal drive of the ring perimeter is

sufficiently slow that the servo electronics can maintain injection-locked operation

for many hours before manual resetting of the electronic amplifier is required.

1 3. Mode-Matchin Telescope

The locking range of an injection-loLked C02 laser has been shown to be propor-

tional to the square root of the injected 2_aecr ••wer. A large locking raing3, wninh

is desirable for reliable operatlon, requires that the effective injected power be

maximized. This is accomplished in the STAMO by means of a telescope which matches

the master oscillator output beam to the ring oscillator mode.

The optical geometry of the STAMO is shown in Fig. 4. The diameter of the

output spot of the master oscillator is 2.4 nm. The diameter of the beam waist

of the ring oscillator is 5.7 mm. In the STAMIO design a two-power telescope is

10
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used near the output of the master oscillator to expand the beam. The resulting

power coupling efficiency of this expanded beam into the ring laser mode volume

is approximately 50 percent.

Figure 4 also shows the mode-matching telescope. It consisted of tw.v AR

coated germanium lenses which can be independently centered on the beam and

their separation ad.fusted to achieve the required focusing.

4. Beam Sapier, Filter, and Detector

The output beam of the STAMO is sampled, filtered and detected by a thermis-

tor bolometer to generate the electrical signals required for slaving the ring

oscillator perimeter to the frequency of the injected radiation. The beam split-

ter used is a NaCl flat at an angle of 70 deg to the plane polarized STA_40 output.

This angle was chosen so that the Fresnel reflection from the NaCl flat is 5

percent per surface. The reflected sample of the STAID output is passed through

a narrow bandpass filter and impinges on the detector surface. The geometrical

arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.i

The narrow bandpass filter transmission characteristi.c is shown in Fig. 8.

As evident from this curve, the f_•itir bandiass encompasss zhe i-8 - P22 10.6ýi

CO2 laser transitions and is essentially opaque for other transitions. This char-

acteristip is used for initially setting the master oscillator to one of these

transitions and for generating the discriminant curve for the hybrid injection

locking.

The detector used is a thermistor bolometer which has a frequency response

of about 500 liz which is sufficient for detecting the AM in the laser output of
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the servo at the 100 Hz dither frequency electronics. The output of this detec-

tor is avilable from a connector in the electronics panel and i,, useful in setting

up closed-loop STAMO operation as described in the instruction manual.

5. Beam Expansion Telescope

A two-pcwer variable focus telescope, which can be used to match the STAIAO

output to the laser amplifier mode volume, is included in the STUM0 head. This

telescope uses a pair of AR coating gallium arsenide meniscus l(.nses. This

telescope expands the output of the STAMO to a 12 mm diameter and can be adjusted

so that the position beam waist is controllable.

12
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IV. STAMO HARWARE

I

In this section the STAMO harware is described. Detailed operating instruc-

tions for the system have been delivered with the hardware.

The inside of the STANIO laser head with the housing and oven side plates

removed is shown in Fig. 9. The major components and structural elements are

indicated on this photograph. The oven structure which surrounds the entire

laser head consists of four magnesium plates to which silicon rubber heating

v
pads are bonded. These pads are used to provide uniform heating to minimize

temperature gradients. The wire sensor and controller itself are mountedI

inside the oven to provide maximum temperature stability. The oven side plates

are an integral part of the resonator structure and are designed to provide tor-

sional rigidity. These plates must be place when the system is optically aligned

and operated. One plate can be easily removed for plasma tube replacement when

reauired.

The STAMO hend structure is btult erund four low-expansion ir.var tubes which

have been filled with sand in order to suppress resonant vibrations. These tubes

locate both the two ribbed endplates containing the optical components which

bound the ring oscillator, and the two middle plates which support the plasma

tube adjustment mechanisms. The front endplate which contains two of the ring

laser mirrors incorporates an invar rib which is used to spac2 these mirrors. The

four magnesium plates are attached to the invar tubes through phenolic bushings to

provide a mismatch for the flow of acoustical energy through the structure. Addi-

tional vibration damping is obtained by use of a damping coating throughout the

13 A
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entire structure. 'Me lower pair of invar tubes also support the master oscillator

laser and tne mode-matching telescope.

The ring oscillator optical geometry is a right triangle in which the 45 deg

mirror is partially transparent and is used for output coupling and the 5-meter

curvature mirror is driven by a piezoelectaic transducer for length tuning. The j
third mirror of the ring oscillator is plane. The partially reflective mirror uses

dielectric coatipgs on a gallium arsenide substrate and the total reflecting mirrors

use dielectrically enhanced metallic coatings ox, silicon substrates. The partially

transparent output minrror is Oermanently aligned to the resonator endplate. The

other two mirrors of ý.ne ring oscillator are angularly and longitudinally adjustable.

.LThe ring oscillator uses two long-life sealed pyrex plasma tubes which have

NaCl Brewster windows and which employ split discharges with a common cathode. Also

located inside the laser head near the anode pins are noise suppression resistors in

series with each of the discharges. The tubes themselves are water-cooled and use a I

concentric gas ballast volume. A flow sensor is included in the water circuit which

prevencs operation of the plasma tube discharge without the water cooling. The

plasma tubes are held at each end by concentric metal collars which are positioned

withLn the structure by x,y mechanical adjustments.

The master oscillator laser uses a one-piece cast invar •'esonator and an

internal mirror single discharge sealed plasma tube. It contains a piezoelectric

transducer for length tuning. The output beam of this master oscillator is expanded

by a two-power refractive telescope which is composed of 1 in. and 2 in. focal length

AR coated germanium lenses. The separation between the lenses is adjustable by a

slide mechanism. This telescope is required to efficiently match the output beam of

14J
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ig the master oscillator to the mode of the ring oscillator. The exparded beam from

this telescope is then incident on a folding mirror which has x, y and z adjus •ents

which are used to align t)-. master oscillator beam along the optical axis of the ring

oscillator.

The output beam from the ring oscillator emerges from the partially trans-

parent mirror perpendicular to the injected beam from the master oscillator and

parallel to the housing length. It then passes through a NaCl beamsplitter

which reflects a small portion (-- 5 percent) into the detector assembly.

t The detector assembly and output beam expansion telescope are shown in Fig. 10.

The detector mounting bracket contains a narrow passband optical filter and the

preamplifier for the thermistor bolometer detector. The major portion of the

beam which passes through the beam splitter is then incident on the two power

beam expansion telescope. This telescope uses 2 in, and • in. gallium arsenide

AR coated meniscus lenses. The separation between these lenses is adjustable by

a slide mechanism which is controlled by a fine w--rm ngear adjiusment on the out-

side of the telescope housing. The effective focal length of the telescope cap.

be adjusted for best matching the laser amplifier.

The entire STAP43 resonator is shock mounted through rubber bushings inside

the STAY14 housing. This housing is thermally insulated and forms the outside of

the resonator oven. All of the electrical an,:' water connections are brought out

through the rear endplate of this housing. The housing is supported by three

adjustable feet whiý,h are used for leveling and pointing of the output beam.

The electronics module is shown in Fig. 11. it contains the following com-

ponents:

15
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a) M4aster Oscil'.ator Power Supply,

b) Ring Oscillator Power Supply,

- c) Laser Frequency controller,I
d) Ring Oscillator FZT Driver Amplifier,

Se) Plasm. Tube Ballast Resistors,

Sf) Temperature Controller Readout, and

g) Safe-cy Interlocks.

The master oscillator and ring oscillator power supplies are commercially

Spurchased high voltage regulatea power supplies. These 3upplies have normal over-

load interlocks. In addition they have been interlocked to shut down in the event

of insufficient plasma tube coolant flow. The ballast resistors for running thc

j four ring oscillator discharges from the single power supply are mounted in the

S electronics module. A single ballast resistance circuit is used for the master

oscillator power supply.

The laser freeuency controller containis a filtered adjustable high vo±tage

supply for driving the master oscillator FZT to set the oscillating frequency to

the desired operating point. it also consains a hill-climbing servo which is used

to maintain continuous injection lccking in t-- closed-loop mode.

This servo opera-es by synchronously detecting the power modulation in the

output beam sensed bv the optical detector in response to a small dither impressed

by an ac signal to the ring piezoelectric length transducer. The output of this

synchronous detector is applied to a high voltage linear am.olifier which drives the

ring PZT. Circuit functions are also pro'tided for sweeping and manually tuning the 55e

16
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Sring oscillator frequency. The high voltage PZT driver amplifier is a commercially

SI purchased component which has been adapted for this purpose.

A readout has been provided for monitoring the temnm'ature of the STAN head.

This also indicates the continuous operating of this controller when the rest of

the STAMO is shut off. The entire STAMO electronics has been built in a standard

enclosed 19 in. rack cabinet. These electronic component& are forced air-cooled

by fans located in the top panel of this enclosure. The enclosure stands on

j casters for ease of movement.

It
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V. PERFORYANCE EVALUATIOIN

The performance of the STAMO was tested by assembling an experiment in which

its output was optically heterodyned with the output of an external reference

oscillator. The external reference oscillator was a standaard UARiL mini-laser which L

* I has well-established output characteristics.

- The first parameter measured was the injection-locking range of the system.

This is shown in Fig. 12 which shows the filtered output power versus ring oscil-

0 lator frequency cbaz&•.teristic. The horizontal scale is 5 W-z/div. The locking

range of 2 MHz agrees with 'he theoretical predictions -.fithin the experimental

accuracy and is broader than the frequency jitter of the ring oscillator.

The open-loop stability of the 35 watt ring oscillator is shown in Fig. 13(a)

which is a 30 second time exposure. The jitter is attributed to residual mechani-

cal vibrations in the large cavity structure.

The zlosed-locp injection-locked frequency stability of the STAMO is shown in

Fig. 13(b) which is also a 30 second time exposure. This output characteristic at

the 35 watt power level exceeds the STA14O performance requirements.

The amplitude stability of the STAMO has been measured with a gold-doped ger-

manium detector and the output fluctuations observed to be less than 1 percent for a

t two-minute measurement interval.

The measurements have clearly shown that C02 laser injection-locking techniques

result in an overall optimized STAMO source which is suited for driving the high

power lasei amplifier at RADC.
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L921293-1 FIG. 2

STAMO OPERATION
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S L921 293-1 FIG. 6

SPECTRUM ANALYZER DISPLAY OF BEAT BETWEEN TWO MINIl-LASERS
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L921293-1 FIG. 8

TRANSMISSION VS WAVELENGTH OF BANDPASS F.LTER
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L921 293-1 FIG. 10

STAMO OUTPUT BEAM EXPANSION TELESCOPE

FOCAL LENGTH ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM
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FIG. 11

STAMO ELECTRONIC'S MODULE
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L921293-1 FIG. 13

STAMO HETERODYNE FREQUENCY STABILITY MEASUREMENT

30 sec EXPOSURES
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